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Abstract
We apply the hedonic model to the Geneva-Switzerland rental market, in order to assess the value of
view and landscape use. In that purpose, we construct a large database of about 10 500 observations
containing dwellings structural characteristics and combine it with environmental variables on noise
and local air pollution exposure. Then, we make use of the Geneva geographic information system
(GIS), in order to define landscape uses and patterns in the neighbourhood of the buildings. Finally,
we define several variables in order to quantify the view at the dwelling level. We find that accessibility
to various environmental amenities, landscape use and size, as well as view on them have a
statistically significant impact on rents. In particular, the size and the view on the natural environment
increase rents, while they lower rents in the case of the built environment. We also find that diversity in
landscape uses in the building neighbourhood has a negative impact on rents, while possessing a
diverse view from the dwelling increases rents.
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1. Introduction
Urban parks and forests, water resorts, lake shores, farmlands, and landscape use more in
general, are important elements contributing to the well-being of urban households. Indeed,
parks, forests and open spaces provide several benefits, including opportunities for
recreation, relief from urban stresses and congestion, as well as aesthetic externalities (e.g.
a nice view) to the residents of the surrounding buildings. In addition, natural areas may
provide ecological benefits, for instance by offering animal habitats and contributing to the
local air and water quality. Given the development of the cities, there is a growing pressure
on those areas in order to satisfy the increasing needs for housing and commercial spaces.
Several movements have stimulated the debate for reorienting development practices to
support diversity of neighbourhoods, accessibility of public spaces and urban design
accounting for the pedestrians (e.g. see Congress of New Urbanism, 2002). Those often
competing demands need to be traded-off by city planners and effective land-use regulation
policies should integrate the value of the benefits of preserved open spaces. However, since
several of those benefits are of public nature, the economic literature proposes various
valuation methods in order to assess their value. Those methods can be broadly divided into
two categories: stated and revealed preferences.
On the one hand, stated preferences methods apply contingent valuation, conjoint analysis
or choice experiments in order to directly infer individuals’ preferences for given
environmental features or landscape uses. Contingent valuation (CV) is the most popular
approach among stated preferences techniques and it is based on a structured survey which
defines a hypothetical market from which to infer willingness-to-pay measures for particular
landscape features (for a review of CV studies on the topic of open spaces, see McConnel
and Walls, 2005). On the other hand, revealed preferences approaches make use of market
information in order to infer the value of environmental and landscape characteristics. For
instance, the travel cost method is based on travel expenditures and on the opportunity cost
of the time spent for travelling in order to infer the value of a given site, such as a park or a
natural reserve. Such an approach is however generally limited to recreational uses and we
are unaware of studies applying the travel cost method in the urban context (see Baranzini
and Rochette, 2006; and Hanley, Shaw and Wright, 2003, for a survey). The most
widespread approach used in the literature is based on the hedonic method, which
disentangles market information on house price or apartment rents in order to obtain the
implicit price of each characteristic of the housing bundle, including environmental amenities
and landscape features. In other words, as it is well recognised by urban planners and realestate business, the hedonic method quantifies the premium residents are willing to pay for
living in a dwelling that offers a comparatively better view and is located in an area
possessing some particular urban features.
This paper applies the hedonic method to the rental market of the Geneva Canton,
Switzerland. The three main objectives of this paper are: (1) to develop sophisticated and
precise quantitative measures of view at the dwelling level; (2) to assess the impact on rents
of view and type of view and (3) to quantify the economic value of different land uses. Our
focus on Geneva is dictated by several reasons, in particular because it possesses a large
rental market (about 85 per cent of the dwellings are rental), it has both a relatively dense
city and a more dispersed rural area, and we can access several rich databases, including
Geographical Information System (GIS) data. By merging different datasets and by adding
GIS data, we obtain a large sample of about 10 500 apartments, which contains detailed
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apartment characteristics, precise information on landscape uses, as well as quantified view
variables at the dwelling level. In Section 2, we briefly present the hedonic approach and
review the literature specifically focusing on open space and landscape use valuation in an
urban context. Section 3 explains how we defined the variables concerning the view,
landscape use and diversity. Section 4 presents the dataset and Section 5 the results, while
we conclude in Section 6.

2. Assessing view and landscape use in the hedonics literature
The seminal work of Rosen (1974) provided the theoretical foundations of the propertyhedonic model, by assuming that heterogeneous goods are valued for their utility-bearing
characteristics. Therefore, by using the hedonic approach, the implicit prices of the house
attributes can be revealed from the observed prices of differentiated products and the
quantities of characteristics associated with them. Given the key assumption that the housing
market is competitive (see Freeman, 1993), the equilibrium hedonic price schedule reflects
the locus of tangencies between the households’ utility functions and landlords’ cost
functions. Hence, at the equilibrium, the rent P is determined by the implicit price of the
vector of the dwelling’s characteristics, z, P = P(z), which is the general form of the hedonic
price model (see e.g. Palmquist, 1999). The characteristics are often decomposed in a vector
of structural (for example the number of rooms), accessibility (e.g. proximity to public
transportation), environmental quality (such as noise) and neighbourhood (for example
proportion of green areas) variables. Hence, even if there is a missing market for a given
landscape characteristics (such as proximity to or view on an urban park), by unbundling the
housing product it is possible to assess the (implicit) value that individuals are revealing by
their (explicit) choice in the housing market. A relatively recent but fast-growing part of the
hedonic literature concentrates on the value of preserved urban landscape. Although
preserved landscape is source of multiple benefits, the literature has separately analysed two
of them: the recreation use of urban open spaces and their aesthetic benefits.
McConnel and Walls (2005) surveyed the studies on the value of urban open space and
showed that the majority of studies have been conducted in the USA. The early studies on
this topic concentrated on a few types of open spaces, generally urban parks, and simply
used dummy variables to indicate whether a house is located near them. Other studies
characterise more precisely the open spaces, by considering different types of them, but also
their size. For instance, Lutzenhiser and Netusil (2001) consider three categories of parks in
Portland, Oregon, namely “urban” parks (the majority of the area is developed for non-natural
recreation activities, such as sport courts), “natural area” park (the surface is mainly
preserved in natural vegetation), and “specialty” parks (the primary use of the park is related
to the specialty category, e.g. a boat ramp facility). As expected, the authors show that
houses near natural or speciality parks have higher prices, with price increasing with their
size. On the opposite, proximity to an urban park decreases house prices, although the size
of the urban park has a positive impact on prices. Other studies have confirmed that
proximity to urban parks may command a lower housing price given the negative
externalities resulting from busy recreation activities in those parks (e.g. see Schultz and
King, 2001). In the same vein, the results of Tyrväinen (1997) for Joensuu, Finland, show
that although the size of forested area increases apartment prices, proximity to a forest park
lowers them, since dense forests can have a shading impact on nearby houses. On the
same topic, Garrod and Willis (1992) found that deciduous trees increase house prices
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located near them, while spruce conifers decrease prices. A recent study by Anderson and
West (2006) shows however that results can be sensitive to unobserved neighbourhood
characteristics. When controlling for the latter with local fixed effects, they find that house
prices increase with proximity to neighbourhood parks, special parks and golf courses. On
the contrary, when replacing the fixed effects with a number of observable variables, house
sale prices decrease with proximity to neighbourhood parks.
In addition to distance, type and size, the open space value may also depend on its status
and ownership. In a study on Howard County, Maryland, Geoghegan (2002) differentiates
among land uses which are ‘‘developable” (agricultural cropland, pasture, and forest) from
those who are ‘‘permanent” (including parks and lands with conservation easements). The
results show that proximity to either types of land uses increase house prices, but that
permanently preserved open space is valued three times more than developable land.
Cheshire and Sheppard (1995) concentrate on the impact of different open space ownership
in two towns in England, and they found that the size of either public or private open space
has a positive impact on residential property values, but only when they are sufficiently
scarce. Using data for an urban region in Maryland, Irwin (2002) considers various
combinations of status and ownership, as well as open space type, i.e. whether land is
preserved or developable, privately or publicly held and its use (cropland, pasture and
forests). Using techniques to address identification problems due to endogenous variables
and unobserved spatial correlation, the paper shows that the positive impact of preserved
open space is greater than developable farmland and forest. Interestingly, those results
seem to indicate that permanently preserved open space is most valued for providing an
absence of development, rather than being driven by particular amenity characteristics of
open spaces.
A final issue in this strand of the literature refers to the impact of land-use patterns, the
general question being whether the spatial distribution of various types of land uses has also
an impact on housing prices. This specific question was firstly addressed by Geoghegan et
al. (1997), who discussed various spatial landscape indices developed in the ecology
domain, in order to measure e.g. landscape diversity, fragmentation and contagion (see also
Dumas et al., 2006). However, the expected impact of landscape pattern on house prices is
a priori not known. For instance, increasing diversity may be preferred since it could imply
proximity to various activities, such as recreation, shopping, workplaces; on the contrary,
high diversity can lower housing prices, if it is associated with chaotic land-use planning.
Geoghegan et al (1997) show that landscape diversity and fragmentation in the immediate
neighbourhood of the properties have generally a negative impact on their prices. However,
the impact is reversed for the highly developed suburbs (of Washington DC) of their sample.
Using the same diversity index and an additional one measuring “richness” of land use,
Acharya and Bennet (2001) confirm that the presence of open spaces increases house
prices, while diversity and richness decrease them. We however note that the issue of landuse patterns has been scarcely addressed in the literature and thus more research on this
topic is needed in order to discuss and confirm the previous results.
As previously mentioned, a quite separated strand of the hedonic literature focuses on the
aesthetic benefits of landscapes. Of course, it is not particularly easy to characterise and
measure the view from a house or an apartment. For this reason, the majority of the papers
define the view variable either from direct site inspection or from household surveys. As
confirmed by a recent survey of Bourassa, Hoesli and Sun (2004), the authors thus generally
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use dummy variables in order to characterise the view from a property or from an apartment.
Those variables can simply inform whether or not a particular feature is visible from property
(see Bond et al., 2002) or may include dwellers’ subjective assessments of the quality of the
view (full-quality, poor partial view, asf) (see e.g. Benson et al., 1998). Given that the view
may also be interpreted as a proxy for the access to a particular feature, the distances are
also included in the estimation. Therefore, in their study of the impact of the view on a lake
and on land on property values in Auckland, New Zealand, Bourassa et al. (2004) included
indicators for the quality of the view (narrow, medium, and wide), as well as the distance to
the coast for the properties that enjoyed a water view. The majority of existing studies
conclude that the view has a positive impact on residential values but that the more distant
the view, the smaller the view premium.
Since this strand of the literature has to rely on surveys, it is often characterised by relatively
small samples. Another and more recent part of the literature on the impact of view
overcomes this problem by accessing large databases and exploiting the functionalities of
geographical information systems (GIS), in order to develop sophisticated view indexes.
Although subject to measurement errors, the papers using GIS data are thus not based on
individual assessments, but on quantitative measures of view and neighbourhood
characteristics1.
Lake et al. (1998) and Bateman et al. (2001) use the functionalities of GIS to assess the
impact of road development (noise and visual intrusion) on the property prices. To this aim,
they develop a quantitative measure of the features that are visible from a property, by
combining land profiles with the location and height of the buildings. By accounting for the
visual obstruction due to other buildings, they calculate a surface visible (a viewshed) from
each property. Then, by overlying each viewshed with a land use map containing land
features (such as mountains and roads), they are able to determine what is visible from each
property. The view variables are thus defined at the building level. In their study for Glasgow,
Scotland, they find that both the road visible from the frontyard and road noise have a
negative impact on the average property prices.
Cavailhès et al. (2006) analyse the hedonic prices of the visible landscape in the urban fringe
of Dijon, France. Interestingly, they not only consider the landscape that is seen from the
house, but also take into account the fact that the house is visible from other spots. They
distinguish between the view “from above”, which describes the land-use cover in the
neighbourhood of the building, and the “view from within”, which takes into account the relief
and objects like trees and buildings, and which thus corresponds to the actual view. They
found that consumers are short-sighted since they are only willing to pay for a view up to 150
metres (or up to 300 metres for some attributes) around the house. Moreover, they find that
being exposed to the view from other houses is a nuisance. Finally, they confirm that the
actual view has a greater influence on real-estate than the mere land use around the
property.
Paterson and Boyle (2002) also measure the extent and visibility of surrounding land uses
using GIS technology. They calculate the percentage of each land use type within one

1

The problem of using perceived vs. measured variables is often encountered when using hedonics to
assess environmental impacts. In another paper, we analysed the relationship between subjective and
scientific noise measures and their use in a hedonic framework (cf. Baranzini, Schaerer, Ramirez and
Thalmann, 2006).
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kilometre around a property, the overall percentage of land visible within one kilometre
around the property and the percentage of visible land of each land-use category. Their
visibility measures are based exclusively on the topographic data of the area and thus do not
account of the objects that can impede the view. They found that visibility is an important
environmental variable, which omission could produce bias in the coefficient of other
environmental attributes.
Referring to Swiss studies, Rieder (2005) considers Switzerland as a unique housing market,
and then uses spatial econometric techniques in order to account for rent differential at the
regional level. The author introduces dummy variables for lake view, river view and view on
the mountains. He finds that having a view on a river has no impact on the rent. In
opposition, a lake view increases rents by 2.9 per cent, while a mountain view by 0.7 per
cent. Salvi et al. (2004) used the functionalities of GIS in order to calculate the view on lake
and a general cleared view, in order to assess their impact on the Zurich real estate markets.
For the general view, they found a significant positive impact on property prices from 2.2 per
cent, for visibility ranging from 50 to 100 km2, to 3.2 per cent, for a visibility of more than
250 km2. For the lake view, the impact on single-family house prices increases from 2.6 per
cent for a lake view of 5 to 20 km2, to 11.2 per cent for more than 40 km2 of visible lake
surface. However, it should be noted that the view variables are defined at the hectare level
in which the building is located. Moreover, as in Paterson et al. (2002), their calculations are
based on topographic data and do not account for the possible barriers to the view (e.g.
buildings and trees in front of the buildings). In opposition to those previous studies, in the
next sections we will develop and then use original view variables at the dwelling level, which
also account for view impediments.

3. Constructing GIS-based landscape use and view variables
In this paper, we assess the impact of land use and of view on the Geneva rental market. In
addition to considering those features simultaneously, our objective is to define them
precisely and at the dwelling level. To our knowledge, this is the first paper developing such
view measures at the dwelling level, considering surrounding landscape uses, in an urban
context and with a large sample.
We calculated the various variables characterising landscape uses surrounding each building
by drawing on a very rich and well-developed GIS for Geneva. All the landscape variables
are thus calculated using the same GIS data, from which we can differentiate among
fourteen different land-uses. In order to limit multicolinearity issues and to reduce the number
of variables, we grouped similar land-uses in the following categories: tree-covered areas
(trees and forests); agricultural areas; and water-covered areas (Geneva lake and Rhone
river). When grouped, those three categories will represent what we call the “natural
environment”. We then considered the following four categories representing what we call
the “built environment”: buildings-covered and constructed areas; urban parks (including
sport courts); transportation areas (roads, railways and airport); and industrial areas.
Based on the previous seven land-uses categories, we defined three different types of
variables:
1) Accessibility variables: those variables represent the most popular and the relatively easy
application of GIS, since they can be used to measure precisely the accessibility to
environmental amenities. We calculated the distance from each building to each one of
© CRAG – Haute Ecole de Gestion de Genève
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the seven above-mentioned land-uses, e.g. the distance from the building to the nearest
urban park. In addition, as in Baranzini and Ramirez (2005), we calculated the distance to
major public infrastructures, such as primary schools and public transport stops.
2) Neighbourhood variables: those variables are based on landscape ecology and are used
to characterise the pattern of landscape uses surrounding the buildings. We refer to
Geoghegan et al. (1997) and calculate a “land-use diversity index”, which measures the
variety of the land-uses in the vicinity of the buildings of our sample:
K
(1)
H=−

∑ (P

k

) ln(Pk )

k =1

where Pk is the proportion of the area dedicated to land-use k in the neighbourhood of the
building, relatively to the total neighbourhood area. We calculated those surfaces in a
radius of one kilometre around each building. A larger value for H, indicates a more
diverse landscape use.
3) Aesthetic variables: those are the view variables, which are calculated at the dwelling
level. The calculations of those variables are quite complicated and time-intensive, since
the view variables have to account for a very large number of factors. The first step in our
procedure was to use a numerical terrain model that takes account of the topographic
profile of the land and to combine it with a surface numerical model, in order to account
for the height of all the objects above the ground (e.g. buildings, trees). This allowed us to
construct a three-dimensional layer2, which accounts for all the objects that can impede
the view. Then, using complex queries, we are able to calculate the view in a radius of
one kilometre3 around the centre of each building. In order to be as precise as possible,
the viewshed is calculated from the central point of the building at three different observer
heights: from the ground floor level (1.8 metres above terrain height), from the middle of
the building (half the difference between the building surface height and the terrain
height) and at the roof level (1 metre less than the building surface height). By summing
up all the visible cells, we obtain the total number of hectares that is visible in a radius of
one kilometre around the building, at the three different height levels. We call the
resulting view variables the “small view” and we represent one of them in Figure 1a. The
observer, who is symbolized by the blue line in the middle of the invisible building, is able
to see the entire surface in green4. In order to characterise more precisely the type of
view, we overlaid the visible surface with the previously mentioned seven land-use
covers. We are thus able to measure which and how much of each land-use type is
visible. The variable measuring the “view diversity index” is calculated by applying
equation (1) to the surface visible of each land-use type with respect to the overall visible
surface. In addition, by using the same methodology, we determine whether the dwelling
2

The pixel size is one square metre.
Given the enormous amount of information that has to be taken into account in an urban context and
thus the resulting heavy calculation time, we limited the view variable to the same scale as the
landscape use variables, i.e. a radius of one kilometre around the building.
4
Of course, the main drawback of our approach is that we do not know the actual position of the
dwelling windows (e.g. backyard or front yard). Since our methodology reported all the visible
hectares, both backyard and front yard, it could well be that our calculations report a very nice front
view on the lake, while the dwelling only have a backyard view. However, with respect to existing
literature, which in the urban context is mainly at the building or hectare levels, we believe that our
view variables represent a strong improvement.
3
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has a view on the famous Geneva Water Fountain (Jet d’eau) and on the ancient
Cathedral. Since measuring precisely the surface which is viewed for the latter two
variables does not make great sense, we just defined two dummy variables taking the
value of one if the measured viewed surface is positive.
The resulting ground, middle or roof views are subsequently associated to each dwelling
in the building according to the floor level at which it is located. This is done by assuming
that each floor has a height of 3 metres and then by associating the view (ground, middle
or roof) which is the closest.
The previous calculation for the view in a radius of one kilometre can provide a good
approximation of the view in a city. However, it has the shortcoming of neglecting
environmental amenities located further away, like a view on the mountains. We therefore
constructed an unconstrained “wide view” by performing a viewshed on the topographic
data only. Given the topography of the Canton of Geneva, we considered as “mountains”
all the visible cells that have an altitude higher than 750 metres above sea level (the city
is at about 375 metres above sea level). By summing up all of them, we obtain the total
number of hectares which are visible and we call it the “mountain view”. In Figure 1b, the
wide view from the yellow circled building is represented in red. It can be noticed that the
view calculated is quite wide since it does not account for the different barriers to the
view. However, this seems a good methodology to calculate the remote features such as
the mountain view.
Figure 1. Illustration of two different view measures for a given apartment in our database.
Figure 1a. Small view
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4. Dataset and descriptive statistics
The main data source of our study is the “Statistics on rents in the Geneva Canton” for the
year 2005, issued by the Geneva Cantonal Statistical Office. The sample of this annual
survey covers more than 18 000 apartments in about 7 700 buildings, which represents
almost 1/8 of the total number of dwellings rented in the Canton. It includes data on rents,
year of construction, number of rooms, floor level, status of the apartment (private rental
sector or public rental sector) and if there was at least one change of tenant in the last year.
The database does not cover owners, individual housing and buildings with less than three
apartments.
From the Geneva Cantonal Office for the protection against noise, we obtained two
measures of road traffic noise: the yearly averaged daytime noise level and its dynamics.
Both measures are expressed in the A-weighted decibel scale (dB(A)). The daytime noise
level represents the equivalent continuous noise level averaged over 15 hours. The noise
dynamics is given by the difference between the noise level which is exceeded during 10% of
the time (“peak noise level”) and the noise level which is exceeded 90% of the time
(“background or residual noise level”).
Finally, from Meteotest, an independent private company active in weather forecasts, applied
meteorology and air pollution control, we obtained the data on particulate matter 10 (PM10)
concentration, a measure of local air pollution, which is regulated by the Swiss legislation.
After merging all the information from these different sources and then adding our GIScalculated variables, we obtain a final sample of 10 396 complete observations. Descriptive
statistics are reported in Table 1.
The mean monthly rent in 2005 is about CHF 1 117 for the whole sample with a very large
variance5. About 88 per cent of the buildings are private-sector rents, while the remaining
buildings are mainly under direct State control. Most of the buildings in our sample were
constructed between 1946 and 1960. Note that this construction year takes into account the
major renovations. The mean number of rooms is about 3.6, which includes living room,
bedrooms and the kitchen.
The small means for the accessibility variables to the infrastructures and the environmental
amenities illustrate that the Canton of Geneva is small and dense. Interestingly, note that the
mean exposure to the daily road traffic noise (LrD) is 65 dB(A), a value that exceeds the legal
limit of 60 dB(A) set in the Swiss noise regulation for the residential areas (see Swiss Noise
Abatement Ordinance, art. 43), while the mean noise dynamics is equal to 8 dB(A). However,
noise is often measured for the buildings suspected to be exposed to high traffic noise, which
implies that 65 dB(A) is not representative of the average noise level in the Geneva Canton.
Referring to air pollution, the mean exposure to PM10 concentration amounts to 22 μ/m3,
which is slightly higher than the annual concentration legal limit of 20 μ/m3.

5

Currently, CHF 1 = USD 0.83 or EURO 0.61.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics (N = 10 396)
Variables
Structural Variables
Mean annual net rent
Built between 1946 & 1960
Built between 1961 & 1970
Built between 1971 & 1980
Built between 1981 & 1990
Built after 1990
Private-sector rent
Number of rooms
Floor level
Height of the building (x10)
Tenancy change (in the past year)
Environmental variables
Road traffic daytime noise (dB(A))
Road traffic noise dynamics (dB(A))
3
Particulate matters 10 (μ/m )
Accessibility variables
Distance to nearest primary school (km)
Distance to city centre (km)
Distance to nearest public transport stops (km)
Distance to water-covered area (km)
Distance to urban parks (km)
Neighbourhood variables
Surface of water-covered area (ha)
Surface of tree-covered area (ha)
Surface of agricultural area (ha)
Surface of urban parks (ha)
Surface of industrial area (ha)
Surface of building-covered area (ha)
"Land-use" diversity indice
View variables
View on natural environment (ha)
View on built environment (ha)
Ratio view natural/built environment
View on water-covered area (ha)
View on tree-covered area (ha)
View on agricultural area (ha)
View on urban parks (ha)
View on industrial area (ha)
"View" diversity indice
View on Jet d'eau (dummy)
View on ancient cathedral (dummy)
2
Mountain view (km )

Mean Std. Dev.

Min

Max

13'398
0.2328
0.2354
0.1402
0.1456
0.1339
0.8775
3.6007
3.4589
21.8022
0.0773

6'711
0.4226
0.4243
0.3473
0.3528
0.3406
0.3279
1.2555
2.3714
7.0072
0.2671

2'508 120'000
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1.5
10
0
22
0
66
0
1

65.7429
8.5786
22.3037

5.1692
1.5002
1.4730

47
4.50
18.42

75
13.50
26.95

0.2092
2.2609
0.1151
0.8111
0.1296

0.1004
1.5432
0.0592
0.7070
0.0853

0.00
0.08
0.00
0.01
0.00

0.76
9.25
0.38
3.87
0.74

20.9903
84.4230
8.8972
17.5973
8.0380
139.9197
1.3130

32.1064
26.2177
27.1271
7.8991
11.6638
29.4835
0.1440

0.00
11.44
0.00
2.79
0.00
23.66
0.96

165.35
157.61
211.56
49.83
98.35
184.79
1.69

0.6732
0.8365
0.7543
0.1757
0.3525
0.1450
0.0480
0.0178
0.8477
0.0246
0.0184
165.5587

3.5624
2.0101
3.4677
3.0817
0.8134
1.3585
0.2671
0.1341
0.1997
0.1550
0.1343
27.3521

0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.07
0
0
37.21

106.98
43.31
145.65
106.70
9.49
33.25
6.08
3.07
1.62
1
1
228.50

Concerning the neighbourhood and the aesthetic variables, both types of variables are
measured in a radius of one kilometre around each building of our sample, except for the
mountain view which is not constrained by any calculation radius. Figure 2 provides a
graphical representation of the average value of the variable measuring the overall view on
the land-use surface in the neighbourhood (which amounts to about 1.5 ha, see picture on
the left) and for its maximum value in the sample (about 107 ha, see picture on the right). In
the bottom of Figure 2 we give an example of a view on the lake (left) and in the country-side
(right), for different levels in the building (ground and roof level).
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Figure 2. Representation of the mean and maximum overall view in a one-kilometre radius
around the building (top), and views from ground and roof levels (bottom).

From Table 1, we note that only 2.5 per cent of the dwellings have a view on the Geneva Jet
d’eau and 1.8 per cent have a view on the ancient Cathedral. In addition, there are large
differences between the land use surfaces and the corresponding neighbourhood view
variables. For instance, the mean surface of lake and rivers in the neighbourhood of the
building is equal to 21 hectares, while the mean view from the dwelling on the lake is 0.176
hectares. Similarly, the mean surface covered by trees in the neighbourhood is equal to 84
hectares, while the mean view on trees is equal to 0.35 hectares. Given those differences, in
the next empirical section, we will be able to assess whether it is the presence of an
environment amenity, the view on it, or its accessibility which is rewarded on the housing
market.

© CRAG – Haute Ecole de Gestion de Genève
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5. Empirical application and results
In this section, we examine whether the Geneva rental market awards a premium to those
dwellings which are located in the vicinity, in the area of and/or which enjoy a better view on
environmental amenities.
Since the theoretical literature does not dictate any functional form for the hedonic equation,
it has to be determined empirically. Linear, semi-logarithmic, log-linear, as well as linear BoxCox transformations are commonly used functional forms. Box-Cox transformations of the
dependent and independent variables were jointly and alternatively tested, and the semilogarithmic functional form appears to be the most adequate form6. More specifically, we
estimate the following hedonic equation:
M

N

X

K

Z

m =1

n =1

x =1

k =1

z =1

lnYi = α + ∑ β im S im + ∑ δ jn E jn + ∑ γ jx A jx + ∑ φ jk N jk + ∑ λizViz + μ i

(2)

where ln Yi is the natural logarithm of the 2005 monthly rent of dwelling i, Sim corresponds to
structural characteristic m of dwelling i, Ejn stands for environmental characteristics n at
building j sheltering i, Ajx represents the accessibility characteristics of building j sheltering i
to landscape use x, Njk refers to the neighbourhood characteristics k, Viz stands for the view
attributes z from dwelling i and μi is an error term reflecting all the unobservable.
In order to determine which environment amenities are rewarded on the housing market, we
estimate four different models. The first model, Model 1, is the traditional model which
contains only the “classic” hedonic variables. In Model 2, we add the accessibility and
neighbourhood variables, while in Model 3 we introduce the overall view variables on the
natural and built environment. In Model 4, we distinguish the different types of view. The
results of the estimations of these models are reported in Table 2.
The analysis of simple correlation matrices indicates that there are no significant
dependencies between the variables, and the variance inflation factor (vif) test confirms that
there are no problems of multicolinearity. In order to eliminate heteroskedasticity problems,
the White’s consistent estimator of variances was used. The four models explain from 61 to
62 per cent of the variance of rents in the Canton of Geneva.
The comparison of the coefficients of Model 1 with the four alternative models shows that the
coefficients are remarkably stable across the models. The statistical tests on the equality of
the coefficients between the four models cannot be rejected. Almost all the variables are
statistically significant and have the expected sign. Given the semi-logarithmic functional
form of the estimated hedonic equation (2), the coefficients of the variables represent semielasticities, i.e. the percentage change in the rent for a given unit change in the independent
variables, all the other characteristics remaining the same. For example, an additional room
raises the rent by about 25 per cent on average, while the private-sector rent differential
relative to the public sector amounts on average to 22 per cent. The impact of the building
year of construction behaves in a somehow peculiar way, since on average the rents of the
buildings built between 1946 and 1970 are lower than those built before 1946, while the rents
6

Malpezzi (2002) highlighted five major advantages of the semi-logarithmic functional form: (i) The
implicit price of a housing attribute is related to the quantity of the other housing attributes; (ii) The
coefficients are easily interpretable in terms of semi-elasticity; (iii) It mitigates heteroskedasticity
problems; (iv) It can be computed easily; and (v) Some flexibility in the specification of the
independent variables can be easily introduced.
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of more recent buildings (since 1971) are higher. This result might arise from the fact that
pre-war buildings were more massive with better sound and thermal insulation and more
generous room dimensions than those that were rapidly build during the post-war housing
boom. Note also that in case of a change in tenancy between 2004 and 2005, the 2005 rent
is on average about 18 per cent higher, which confirms the suspicion that landlords generally
seize the opportunity to raise the rent at changes in tenancy (see Thalmann, 1987).
Concerning the environmental variables, an additional decibel of road traffic noise during the
day reduces the rent by 0.20 per cent on average. An increase in peak noise by 1 dB(A) has
a greater impact, since the rent is decreased by 0.76, which is in line with acoustic studies
that show the noise variability causes greater pain. Referring to local air pollution, an
increase in the annual concentration of PM10 by 1 μ/m3 decreases the rent by –1 per cent.
These results are comparable to the findings from other hedonic studies applied to the
Geneva market (see e.g. Baranzini and Ramirez, 2005). Finally, proximity to primary school
and public transport stops acts negatively on the rent, while proximity to city centre acts
positively.
In Model 2, we add the GIS-constructed accessibility and the neighbourhood variables. Note
that some accessibility and neighbourhood variables were not tested due to correlation
problem (e.g. distance to nearest agricultural area, surface of transportation area, distance to
transportation area) with another variable; other variables were set aside because
meaningless (e.g. distance to the nearest tree).
The positive and significant coefficients for both the accessibility and the surface of watercovered area in the neighbourhood of the dwelling imply that those characteristics have a
positive impact on rent. This result suggests that people are willing to pay a premium to live
closer to large sized water-areas. The same result is found for the surface of trees-covered
and agricultural areas. On the contrary, proximity to urban parks imply a lower rent, while
their size in the neighbourhood is not significant. A similar result was found by Lutzenhiser et
al. (2001) and Schultz and King (2001), who suggested that busy urban parks may generate
negative externalities. As expected, the surface of building-covered areas acts negatively on
the rent, while industrial areas are not significant. This confirms that it is undesirable to live in
a heavily constructed area.
As already discussed, a priori there is no expectation about the sign of the coefficient of the
diversity index. In the case of Geneva, Table 2 reports a negative statistically significant
coefficient for the land-use diversity index, meaning that landscape use heterogeneity implies
a decrease in rent, all else equal. This result is in line with what was found by Geoghegan et
al (1997) and Acharya and Bennet (2001).
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Table 2. Estimation results (N = 10 396)
Dependent variable : ln(net annual rent)
Structural Variables
Built between 1946 & 1960

Model 1
Coefficient

Model 2
Coefficient

Model 3
Coefficient

Model 4
Coefficient

– 0.036 ***

– 0.036 ***

– 0.036 ***

– 0.040 ***

(

Built between 1961 & 1970

0.012 )

– 0.070 ***
(

Built between 1971 & 1980

0.012 )

(

– 0.061 ***
(

0.080 ***
(

Built between 1981 & 1990

0.013 )

(

0.013 )

(

(

0.015 )

(

(

0.011 )

(

(

0.002 )

(

(

0.001 )

– 0.034 ***
(

Tenancy change (in the past year)

(

– 0.226 ***
(

Road traffic noise dynamics (dB(A)) (x 100)

0.194 )

– 0.011 ***
(

Accessibility variables
Distance to nearest primary school (km)

0.003 )

0.028 )

– 0.033 ***
(

Distance to nearest public transport stops (km)

(
(

0.003 )
0.048 )

Distance to water-covered area (km)

(

0.002 )
0.001 )
0.004 )

(

0.010 )

– 0.195 ***
(

0.058 )

– 1.053 ***
(

0.197 )

– 0.009 ***
(

0.003 )

(

0.028 )

– 0.041 ***
(

(

0.004 )
0.048 )

– 0.018 ***
(

Distance to urban parks (km)

0.006 )

(

(

0.032 )

Surface of tree-covered area (ha) (x 100)

0.018 )

(
(

Surface of agricultural area (ha) (x 100)

0.019 )

(

(

0.017 )

0.006
(

Surface of industrial area (ha) (x 100)

0.046 )

(

(

0.043 )

– 0.044 **

"Land-use" diversity indice

– 0.168 ***

(
(

0.018 )
0.040 )

0.002 )
0.001 )
0.005 )
0.010 )

0.058 )

– 0.941 ***
(

0.197 )

– 0.010 ***
(

0.003 )

0.028 )

– 0.042 ***
(

(

0.004 )
0.048 )

– 0.014 **
(

0.006 )

(

0.032 )

(

0.185 )
0.193 )

(
(

(

0.168 )

(

0.461 )

(

(

0.427 )

(

0.178 )

– 0.129 ***
(

View variables
View on natural environment (ha) (x 100)

0.040 )

0.005 )
0.010 )

– 0.205 ***
(

0.061 )

– 0.912 ***
(

0.197 )

– 0.010 ***
(

0.003 )

0.135 ***
(

0.028 )

– 0.042 ***
(

0.004 )

0.209 ***
(

0.048 )

– 0.020 ***
(

0.006 )

0.120 ***
(

0.034 )

0.052 ***
(

0.019 )

0.079 ***
(

0.019 )

0.116 ***
(

0.017 )

– 0.007
(

0.013
– 0.041 **

0.002 )

0.178 ***

0.113 ***
– 0.024

0.002 )

– 0.033 ***

0.084 ***
(

0.011 )

0.018 ***

0.059 ***
(

0.015 )

0.245 ***

0.103 ***
(

0.013 )

0.221 ***

0.219 ***
(

0.013 )

0.307 ***

0.145 ***
(

0.029

Surface of building-covered area (ha) (x 100)

0.011 )

– 0.198 ***

0.124 ***

Surface of urban parks (ha) (x 100)

(

0.180 ***

0.086 ***
(

0.015 )

– 0.033 ***

0.076 ***
(

0.013 )

0.012 )

0.194 ***

0.019 ***

0.092 ***

Neighbourhood variables
Surface of water-covered area (ha) (x 100)

(

0.246 ***

0.225 ***
(

0.013 )

0.012 )

0.082 ***

0.226 ***

0.150 ***
(

(

0.311 ***

0.179 ***

0.192 ***
(

0.011 )

– 0.036 ***

0.187 ***
(

Distance to city centre (km)

0.058 )

– 0.761 ***
(

3

Particulate matters 10 (μ/m )

0.010 )

0.015 )

(

– 0.060 ***

0.196 ***

0.016 ***

0.177 ***
(

Environmental variables
Road traffic daytime noise (dB(A)) (x 100)

0.004 )

(

0.247 ***

0.016 ***

Height of the building (x10)

0.013 )

0.013 )

0.085 ***

0.228 ***

0.247 ***

Floor level

(

0.311 ***

0.229 ***

Number of rooms

0.013 )

0.012 )

– 0.061 ***

0.196 ***

0.308 ***

Private-sector rent

0.012 )

(

0.084 ***

0.196 ***

Built after 1990

0.012 )

0.046 )

0.007
(

0.043 )

– 0.046 **
(

0.018 )

– 0.137 ***
(

0.040 )

0.251 **
(

View on built environment (ha) (x 100)

1.121 )

– 0.757 ***
(

Ratio view natural/built environment (x 100)

1.555 )

0.191 *
(

1.103 )

View on water-covered areas (ha) (x 100)

0.469 ***
(

View on tree-covered areas (ha) (x 100)

0.098 )

– 0.818 *
(

View on agricultural areas (ha) (x 100

0.483 )

0.244
(

0.199 )

View on urban parks (ha) (x 100)

– 1.512

View on industrial areas (ha) (x 100)

– 8.575 ***

(
(

"View" diversity indice
(

0.016 )

0.045 **
(

View on ancient cathedral (dummy)

0.021 )

0.049 **
(

2

0.023 )

0.050 ***

Mountain view (km ) (x 100)
2

1.978 )

0.028 *

View on Jet d'eau (dummy)

R

1.332 )

(

0.614

0.620

0.621

0.010 )

0.623

Notes: *** significant at the 0.01 level; ** significant at the 0.05 level; * significant at the 0.10 level; standard errors in
brackets. The reference for the period of construction is a building built before 1946.
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In Model 3, we introduced two additional variables, measuring the view from the dwelling on
the surrounding natural and built environment. The variables are significant with the expected
sign. The view on an additional hectare of natural landscape increases the rent by 0.25 per
cent, while the view on the built environment decreases rents by 0.76 per cent. We also
introduced a variable measuring the ratio of the view on natural over the built environment.
The positive coefficient associated with this variable indicates that rents increase as well
when the relative size of the view on the natural environment increases7. More in general, the
results of Model 3 indicate that the residents not only value the presence of natural
environmental amenities in their neighbourhood, but also their view on them.
Therefore, in Model 4 we investigate more precisely which type of landscape views has an
impact on rents. To this aim, we distinguish for the type of view according to the various landuse covers as well as the “wide view” on the mountains. Note that the view on the buildingcovered area is dropped from the estimation of Model 4, since this variable is highly
correlated (84 per cent) with the view on tree-covered areas. More interestingly, we can
observe that while the size of agricultural areas in the neighbourhood is statistically
significant and positive, the view on those areas is not significant. This suggests that the
presence of the agricultural areas in the neighbourhood has a positive influence on the rents,
whether these areas are visible or not. For industrial areas, the result is reversed. Indeed, the
size of industrial areas in the neighbourhood is not significant, while the extent of their
visibility has a statistically significant negative impact: a dwelling with an additional hectare of
view on industrial area will reduce the rent 8.6 per cent. The relatively high coefficient
associated with the view on industrial areas should be interpreted by considering that the
maximum view on those areas area amounts to 3 hectares, so that an additional hectare of
industrial area is relatively large.
As expected, a view on the water-covered area has a positive impact on rents. The
associated coefficient of 0.47 per cent per additional hectare of lake/river view does not
detract the significant and stable coefficients associated with the size and the distance to
water amenities. On the opposite, our results show that a view on trees has a negative
impact on rents, while a greater tree-covered surface increases rents. A similar result was
reported by Des Rosiers et al. (2002), who found that an-above average density of the
vegetation visible from the property had a significant negative effect on prices. This result
could be explained by an excessive tree cover or because forests are not much appreciated
as a view, being rather dark and monotonous.
It is interesting to mention that in opposition to the “land-use diversity index”, which has a
negative impact on the rents, in Model 4 we find that the diversity of the view acts positively
on the rents. This means that diversity in landscape uses in the neighbouring of the buildings
is negatively valued, while possessing a view on a diverse landscape is appreciated.
Finally, Model 4 contains a variable measuring the distant view on the mountains
surrounding Geneva: the associated coefficient is positive and significant. The last two GIScalculated dummies, the view on the famous Geneva Jet d’eau and on the ancient Cathedral,
both increase the rent by 4.5 per cent and 4.9 per cent, respectively.

7

We also tested a model similar to Model 3, but with neighbourhood variables grouped by “natural”
and “built” land use types, and with the natural over built land uses ratio. Although those variables are
highly correlated, we notice that the coefficient associated with the natural/built ratio is significant and
positive.
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6. Conclusions
The aim of this paper was to develop and to incorporate original neighbourhood and
aesthetic environmental variables in a hedonic model and to test their impact on Geneva’s
rental market. After having computed precise measures of the view and landscape uses at
the dwelling level in a radius of one-kilometre around each building, we tested four different
hedonic models: to the “traditional” model, we added in turn accessibility and neighbourhood
variables, overall view variables and finally type-specific view variables. To our knowledge,
this paper is the first attempt to simultaneously incorporate into a hedonic model landscape
uses and view variables at the dwelling level in an urban context with a very large sample of
about 10 500 complete observations.
Our results show that both land-use and aesthetic variables significantly affect Geneva rents,
in addition to the mere proximity of the different land-use covers. We find that accessibility to
various environmental amenities, landscape use and size, as well as view on them have a
statistically significant impact on rents. In particular, the size and the view on the natural
environment increase rents, while it lowers rents in the case of the built environment. We
also find that diversity in landscape uses in the building neighbourhood has a negative
impact on rents, while possessing a diverse view from the dwelling increases rents.
Looking at the various landscape uses more precisely, we find that proximity, size and view
on water amenities increases rents. A greater wide view on the mountains has also a positive
impact on rents. On the contrary, proximity and the size of urban parks affect rents
negatively, as do the size of building-covered areas and the view on industrial areas. The
surface of tree-covered areas in the neighbourhood of the building increase rents, but a view
on them has a negative impact. Finally, dwellings with a view on the famous Geneva Jet
d’eau and on the ancient cathedral are rented at a higher price.
We are currently working to expand this paper in two directions. Firstly, we would like to
differentiate among land-uses depending on their status, in order to test whether the
“developable land” status affects the amenity values of given landscape types, along the
lines of the contribution by Irwin (2002). Secondly, we are constructing several socioeconomic indicators, in order to test for the presence of spatial concentration (socioeconomic segregation), and in that event to determine whether this socio-economic pattern
has an impact on rents, in addition to landscape uses patterns. This will also allow us to
analyse if some categories of households in Geneva are more exposed to environmental
nuisances than others, without adequate compensation through lower rents. This future
research will open the doors to discuss the existence of a household effect (cf. price
discrimination) and/or a neighbourhood effect (cf. prejudice) on the Geneva housing market.
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